
Crocus vs Daffodils
Go on a walk and see which 
flower you spot the most. If 
you’re in a group why not split 
into teams and assign each team 
a flower to look for. 
Praise God for creation.

Go Running
Have fun and run around a field 
- enjoy it!
Thank God that through His Son 
Jesus, we have been set free; 
deaths curse has lost it’s grip on 
us.

Mudcakes
Get messy and make mudcakes 
- pick some pretty flowers to 
decorate them with. 
Thank God for this season of 
new life, growth and the food 
that we eat.

Bird Feeder
Make a bird feeder; either a 
whole seed fat ball or one to put 
loose seeds in. Research ideas.
It’s important that we feed 
ourselves with God’s word from 
the Bible. When do you do this?

Nature Impressions
Mould discs out of play dough 
or clay. Find natural items, press 
them into the discs then lift them 
off to reveal an impression.
What impression does Jesus 
leave on our lives?

Giant Birds Nest
Using lots of different objects, 
(twigs, paddling pool, brown 
blanket, etc.), create a giant 
birds nest and snuggle in it.
Talk about the ways God cares 
for us and looks after us.

Poohsticks
Enjoy spending some time 
playing this classic game.
Whilst holding a stick say sorry 
for things you have done wrong. 
Drop it and remember that God 
washes those things away.

Garden Bunting
Make bunting to decorate your 
garden or outdoor space (see 
inspiration below*).
Write or draw prayers on the 
bunting for people or places 
that are suffering.

Rock Rubbing
Making rock rubbings with paper 
& crayons to reveal it’s pattern.
Discuss how it would have felt 
to find out that the rock had 
been rolled away to reveal the 
empty tomb. Jesus is alive!

Egg Seed Bombs
Make seed bombs using scrap 
paper and seeds (instructions 
below*). Scatter in your garden 
& watch the flowers grow.
Discuss the new life we have in 
Jesus.

Outdoor Easter Challenge; how many can you do? Tick the box next to each challenge once you’ve completed it. 
Name of Explorer:........................................................................................................

*Instructions for all these items can be downloaded from our website: https://www.bdeducation.org.uk/shop



Garden Bunting
Using plastic bags

Step One
Take three or four plastic bags and 
cut them in half, keeping one side 
connected. Pile them up flat on top of 
each other. 

Step Two
Place a piece of greaseproof paper on top of 
the plastic bags. With your iron on a high heat 
setting, iron the bags. IMPORTANT do not let 
the plastic bags touch the iron itself - always 
make sure you use the greaseproof paper as a 
barrier. The bags will bond together instantly. 

Step Three
Make a triange template out of a piece 
of card and use this to draw the shape 
repeatedly on the bonded bags, then 
cut them out.

Step Four
Write on or decorate the triangles with permanent pens, 
then attach them to a length of string or ribbon. We used 
paper clips to hang them, or alternatively you could make 
holes with a punch to thread the string or ribbon through. 



Egg Seed Bombs
How To

Step One
Turn your scrap paper into mulch by shredding 
it into small pieces, then adding a bit of water 
to soften and combine it all. Begin by either  
ripping up the paper, putting it in a blender (like 
we did) or through a paper shredder. Then add 
the water to the paper a tiny bit at time. If you 
accidentally add too much simply squeeze out 
the excess.

Step Two
Add wildflower seeds to the paper mulch and 
then combine it all together with your hands. 

Step Three
Break off lumps of the seed and mulch mix and 
use your hands to mould it into an egg shaped 
seed bomb. Leave the seed bombs on a wire 
rack to dry. 
N.B.  The seed bombs don’t need to be fully dry 
before you scatter them.

Step Four
You can store the seed bombs in egg boxes 
to transport them to the location you’d like 
to scatter them.  Simply throw or place in the 
general area of where you’d like the flowers to 
grow. 


